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Abstract 
We prove that if (G, .) is a group with a metric, separable, and Baire topology 7such that 
h + g. h is continuous for all g E G and g -+ g. h is Baire measurable for all h E G, then (G, 7) 
is a topological group. Several consequences of this result concerning free actions of standard 
Bore1 groups are established. 0 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
A topological space is called Bait-e if the intersection of countably many dense open 
sets is dense. Recall also that a subset A of a topological space X is said to have the 
Baire property if there is an open set U C X with A Ll U meager and that a function 
f : X + Y, X, Y topological spaces, is Baire measurable if for any open set U 2 Y, 
f-‘(U) has the B aire property. It is perhaps worth mentioning that Baire measurability 
is a rather weak condition, for instance, all Bore1 functions are Baire measurable. Our 
notation and terminology follow [6]. 
Recall that a group (G, .) with a topology 7 is a topological group if the multiplica- 
tion (g, h) + 9 . h and the inverse g + g-l are continuous. We call such a 7 a group 
topology on G. Under certain conditions on 7 one can deduce that 7 is a group topol- 
ogy from apparently weaker assumptions, for instance, from the assumption of separate 
continuity of multiplication. This was done by Ellis [.5] in case 7 is locally compact 
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and by Montgomery [93 in case 7 is Polish. Montgomery’s result was generalized by 
Hoffmann-Jorgensen [ 12, Theorem 2.3.41 to 7 metrizable, Baire, and analytic 3 and by 
ielazko [13] to 7 completely metrizable. In a recent work Bouziad [3, Theorem 3.31 
further weakens the assumptions on 7 and obtains a theorem that encompasses Ellis’s, 
Montgomery-Hoffmann-Jgrgensen’s and Montgomery-ielazko’s results. 
We investigate the matter in another direction and prove that when 7 is separable, 
metrizable, and Baire (so, for instance, when it is Polish) the assumption of separate 
continuity can be greatly relaxed; it is enough to assume that the multiplication is con- 
tinuous in one variable and Baire measurable in the other. Due to this relaxation the 
theorem can be applied in some unexpected situations and has interesting consequences 
for free actions of standard Bore1 groups. (For more on this see the end of Introduction 
and Section 3.) 
Theorem 1.1. Let (G, .) be a group with a topology 7 which is separable, metrizable, 
and Baire. If 
(i) g + g . h is Baire measurable for densely many h E G and 
(ii) h + g ’ h is continuous for all g E G, 
then (G, 7) is a topological group. 
Corollary 1.2. Let again 7 be a separable, metrizable, Baire topology on a group (G, .). 
Assume the multiplication is Baire measurable. If h + g . h is continuous for all g E G, 
then (G, 7) is a topological group. 
Typical examples of topologies which are separable, metrizable, and Baire are Polish 
topologies. Actually, by a theorem of Christensen and Loy (see [12, Theorem 2.3.61) if a 
topological group is metrizable, Baire, and analytic (which implies separability), it must 
be Polish. Combining this with the above results, we get that, under the assumptions of 
Theorem 1.1 or Corollary I.2 with “separable” strengthened to “analytic”, (G, ‘7-) is a 
topological group and 7 is Polish. 
The following example shows that we cannot drop the condition of continuity of the 
multiplication g . h in one of the variables. 
Example 1.3. Let 7 be the topology on IR generated by the usual open sets and (0). 
Clearly 7 is a Polish topology on R such that the addition (z, y) + z + y is Borel. If 
(W, 7) were a topological group then it would be discrete which is not the case. 
P. Flor [ 11, p. 130, Beispiel] (see also [ 10, Chapter 6, Exercise lo]) found an example 
of a group and a compact metric topology on it such that h + g . h is continuous for 
all g but the multiplication is discontinuous. This shows that the assumption about Baire 
measurability in Theorem 1.1 cannot be dropped. Below we present an example due to 
Greg Hjorth communicated to us before we or he knew about [ 1 I]. It is essentially the 
3 We learned from the referee that analyticity can be weakened to separability here (folklore) and that, by a 
recent and unpublished result of Reznichenko, one can even drop the separability assumption altogether. 
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same as Flor’s example only simpler at the expense of having locally compact, and not 
compact, topology on the group. 
Example 1.4. Let 4 : R + iR be a discontinuous group isomorphism. Let G be RX R with 
the product topology and multiplication defined by (T, s) (p, q) = (T + 2$(‘)p, s + q), i.e., 
the group is a semidirect product of two copies of Iw with respect to the homomorphism 
$ : R + Aut(lW) naturally induced by 4, $(s)(p) = 24(‘)p. Now, it is easy to see that 
the multiplication is continuous in the first variable but not continuous. 
In Section 2, we give proofs of the above results. In Section 3. we have some conse- 
quences of these results concerning free actions of standard Bore1 groups. We first prove 
a proposition which shows that a free, transitive Bore1 action by homeomorphisms of a 
standard Bore1 group on a Polish space induces a Polish group topology on G compatible 
with its Bore1 structure and with some important additional properties. Alekos Kechris 
noticed that one can deduce from it that the existence of similar actions which, how- 
ever, are not necessarily transitive but only induce smooth orbit equivalence relations 
has analogous consequences. We present his arguments. In particular, it is shown that if 
a subgroup G of a Polish group H admits a free continuous action on a Polish space 
such that the induced orbit equivalence relation is smooth, then G is closed in H. This 
extends theorems of G.W. Mackey and D.E. Miller. 
2. Proofs 
The following lemma is a version of [6, 11.31. We sketch its proof here for complete- 
ness and because we need a precise estimate on the Baire class of f\(C x Y). Recall 
that a function is called Baire class 1 if the preimages of open sets are ED. 
Lemma 2.1. Let X, Y, Z be metrizable, separable spaces. Let f : X x Y -+ Z be such 
that y + f(z, y) 1s continuous for all x E X and x + f (x, y) is Baire measurable for 
a dense set of yk Then there is a comeager set C L X such that f ((C x Y) is Baire 
class 1. 
Proof. For y E Y, let fY :X --t 2 be defined by f”(x) = f(z, y). Let D C Y be a 
countable dense set such that fY is Baire measurable for all y E D. Let C C X be 
comeager and such that fYlC is continuous for y E D. To see that f[C x Y is Baire 
class 1, it is enough to prove that the preimage of any closed set F C Y under f 1 C x Y 
is GA. Let d be a metric on Y and p a metric on 2. Then for (z, y) E X x Y, 
f(x, y) E F iff Vn3y’ E D (d(y, y’) < l/n and p(f(z, y'), F) < l/n) 
A moment’s reflection shows that the conditions p(f(x, y’), F) < l/n and d(y, y’) < 1 /n 
are open for x E C (since y’ E D) and y E Y, so the condition on the right-hand side 
of the above equivalence is Gs in C x Y. 0 
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The following definition will play a role in the proofs of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3. For 
A C G, let 
A* = G \ U {U: U open and U n A meager}. 
Note that A* is closed and that, since G is separable metrizable, A \ A* is meager. For 
A C X x Y, let A, = {y: (2, y) E A} and AY = {xc: (2, y) E A}. 
Lemma 2.2. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 1.1, 
(i) if C C G is corneager; then so is C-’ = {g-l: g E C}; 
(ii) the mapping g + g-’ is Baire measurable. 
Proof. We first prove the following claims: 
Claim 1. If U & G is open and nonempty, then U-’ is nonmeagel: 
Proof. Consider the set i? = {(g, h) E G x G: h-‘g E U}. Note that since ch = 
{g: h-‘g E U} = hU, vh is nonempty and open for any h E G. Let U,, n E N, be a 
countable basis for the topology on G consisting of nonempty sets. Then U,{h: U, 5 
ch} = G. Since G is Baire, there is no with {h: U,, C uh} not meager. Pick go E U,,. 
Then 
{h: U,, 5 fi-“} c: & = {h: h-‘go E U} = gOU-‘. 
Thus, U-’ = g;‘goU-’ is nonmeager. 0 
Claim 2. If U c G is open and nonempty, then U-’ has nonempty interior: 
Proof. Let f : G x G + G be the multiplication, f(g, h) = g . h. By Lemma 2.1, there 
is a comeager set C c G such that fiC x G is Baire class 1. It follows from the 
Kuratowski-Ulam theorem [6, 8.441 that C x G is Baire. Now by Baire’s theorem on 
continuity points of Baire class 1 functions [6, 24.141, there is Q C C x G dense in 
C x G and such that flC x G is continuous at any point of Q. Let us pick (gn, hn) E Q, 
. n E N, so that {h,. n E N} is dense in G. Now note that, since f(g, h) = g;‘f(gng, h) 
and g + gng, g + g;‘g are homeomorphisms, f](g;‘C x G) is continuous at (1, hn) 
for any n. 
We want to see that if V is open and contains h,, then V-’ has nonempty interior. 
This will finish the proof of Claim 2 since {h,: n E W} is dense, so any nonempty open 
set contains some h,. Now, since f](g;‘C x G) is continuous at (1, hn), we can find 
open sets U 3 1 and W 3 h, such that if we let U’ = U n g;‘C, then U’W C V. Note 
that U’ is comeager in U. It follows that 
V(u’)_’ c_ v-‘. 
We will show now that 
(w-q* c w-‘(V-I. 
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Let g E (IV-‘)“. Then, since gU is open and g E gU, gU n W-’ is not meager, whence 
gU’ n W-’ # 0. This means that g E W-‘(Ij’)-‘. 
By Claim 1, W-’ is nonmeager, so (IV’)” is nonmeager as well. But since (W-l)” 
is closed, it has nonempty interior. Combining this with what was proved above, we see 
that the interior of V-’ is nonempty, which proves Claim 2. 0 
Claim 3. 1fW and U are nonempty open sets. then W nl/-’ or W \U-’ has nonempo 
interior: 
Proof. By Claim 2, there is V # 0 open with V C WP’. If V n U # 0, then, again by 
Claim 2, (V n U)-’ contains an open nonempty set. But (V n U)-’ = V-’ f’ l_-’ C 
W n U-‘. If, on the other hand, V f? U = 8, then V-’ C W \ 17’ and, by Claim 2, the 
interior of V-’ is nonempty. 0 
Lemma 2.2(ii) is an immediate consequence of Claim 3. To see (i), it is enough to 
show that if 1J is dense open, then U-’ contains a dense open set. But under these 
assumptions on U, it follows from Claim 2 that U-’ is dense, so by Claim 3 it contains 
a dense open set. 0 
Lemma 2.3. 1Jnder the hypothesis of Theorem 1 .l, for any A C G meager and any 
h E G, Ah = {g . h: g E A} is meager: 
Proof. We first prove the following claims: 
Claim 1. If A C G is meager; then {h: Ah is meager} is corneager: 
Proof. By Lemma 2.2(i), it is enough to show that {h E G: Ah-’ is meager} is 
comeager. We can further assume that A is Bore1 (actually GJ). Consider ~ = {(g? h) E 
G x G: gh E A}. By Lemma 2.1, A has the Baire property. For all g E G, A, = g-‘A 
is meager. Thus, by the Kuratowski-Ulam theorem [6, 8.411, {h: Ah is meager} is 
corneager. But Ah = Ah-’ and we are done. 0 
Claim 2. Let A be a nonmeager subset of G with the Baire property. Then {h: Ah is 
nonmeager) is corneagel: 
Proof. As in Claim 1, we assume that A is Bore1 and show that {h: Ah-’ is nonmeager} 
is corneager. Let A = {(h, g): gh E A}. By Lemma 2.1, 2 has the Baire property. Let 
B = {h E G: Ah-’ is meager}. Towards a contradiction, assume that B is nonmeager. 
Let B’ = B n B*. Since B is nonmeager, so is B’ and also, by Lemma 2.2(i), (9-l. 
Let U be an open set such that A a U is meager. Note that 
{g: As i‘l B’ is nonmeager} 
= {g: B’ n g-IA is nonmeager) 
(as B’ng-‘A=iignB’) 
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= {g: B’ n g-‘U is nonmeager} 
(as A n U is meager and h + g. h is a homeomorphism for all g) 
= {g: B’ n g-‘U # S} 
(by the definition of B’) 
= U(B’)-‘. 
So, the set {g: AgnB’ is nonmeager} is nonmeager. But, as & is meager for all h E B’, 
by the Kuratowski-Ulam theorem, {g: Ag n B’ is meager} is comeager. Thus, we have 
a contradiction. 0 
Now, to prove the lemma, let A be meager and Ah nonmeager for some h. Let DO = 
{h: Ah is meager}. By Claim 1, DO is corneager. By Claim 2, the set Di = {h: Ahh 
is nonmeager} is corneager. Let ho E DO n hD1. Then Aho is meager as ha E DO. But 
also ho = hh, for some h E D1. So Aha = Ahh, is nonmeager, a contradiction. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. By [6, 9.151, it is sufficient to show that the maps g + g-l and 
g + g . h, h E G, are continuous. So fix h and let cp(g) = g . h, g E G. Fix a countable 
basis U,, n E N, for the topology on G. For each n, get a meager set 1, such that 
cp- ’( Un) Ll In is open in G. Let I = U, 1,. Then I is meager and cpI (G \ 1) continuous. 
Let {gn} be a sequence in G converging to, say g E G. By Lemma 2.3, 
J = Ulg;’ u (19-l) ( > n 
is meager. Since G is Baire, take a g’ E G\ J. Note that none of g’ .gn, g’ .g belong to 1. 
Since the multiplication is continuous in the second variable, g’ . gn -+ g’ . g. Therefore, 
(9’ . gn) . h + (g’ g) . h. Again, by the continuity of the multiplication in the second 
variable, gn . h + g. h 
To show that the map cp(g) = g-l, g E G, is continuous, note first that it is Baire 
measurable by Lemma 2.2(ii) and then argue as above. 0 
Proof of Corollary 1.2. By the Kuratowski-Ulam theorem, {h E G: g + gh is Baire 
measurable} is comeager, whence dense. 0 
Remark 2.4. In Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2, the assumption that 7 is Baire can be 
replaced by the condition, weaker in general, that the intersection of countably many 
dense open sets is nonempty. It is enough to show that under this condition comeager 
sets are dense. But otherwise, some open 8 # U would be meager. Since h + g . h is 
a homeomorphism for any g E G and the topology is separable metrizable, there would 
exist gn E G with U, g,U = G which would imply that G is meager, a contradiction. 
Remark 2.5. Now we would like to make three remarks on a common theme: if the 
assumptions in Theorem 1.1 or Corollary 1.2 are strengthened, even slightly, one can 
substantially shorten their proofs. 
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(i) If one is willing to assume in Theorem 1.1 or Corollary 1.2 that 7, in addition 
to being metrizable and Baire, is analytic (which is stronger than separable), then a 
shorter argument justifying Lemma 2.2 is possible. (A topological space is anulytic if it 
is a continuous image of the product of countably many copies of the countable infinite 
discrete space.) First, we show that g + g -’ is Baire measurable, i.e., (ii). Indeed, by 
Lemma 2.1, there is a comeager and, as we can assume without loss of generality, Bore1 
set C C G such that the multiplication is Bore1 (actually Baire class 1) on C x G, so the 
set {(g, h): g E C: gh = l} is Borel. But this is the graph of the map g + g-’ restricted 
to C. Therefore, by [6, 14.121, g + g-’ is Bore1 on C, whence is Baire measurable as 
C is comeager. 
Now to prove Lemma 2.2(i), let C C G be comeager. We can assume that C is Borel. 
Since g + ht’ g is a homeomorphism for every h, E G, g + g-’ . h = (h-’ . g)-’ is 
Baire measurable. Thus, by Lemma 2.1, the set 
t!={(h,g)~GxG: g-‘hd’} 
has the Baire property. Note that Cg = {h: g- 'h E C} = gC. So, for all g, &’ is 
comeager. Therefore, by the Kuratowski-Ulam theorem, there exists h E G such that 
& = {g E G: g&h E C} = hC-’ 
is comeager. It follows that C’ is comeager. 
(ii) The referee of our paper informed us that the following result was classical and 
well known: if 7 is a separable, metrizable, Baire topology on a group such that the 
multiplication is separately continuous (i.e., h + gh continuous for all g and g + gh 
continuous for all h), then 7 is a group topology. We quote a fragment of the referee’s 
report with a proof of this result since, even though the result is a particular case of our 
theorem, its direct proof is simpler and not easily available in the literature. 
“Since the multiplication is continuous [6, 9.141, it remains to prove the continuity of 
the inversion. Since 7 is second countable, it is not hard to show, by using the Baire 
category theorem, that for every neighborhood of the unit e of G, the closure of VP1 is a 
neighborhood of e. (First, show that there is at least an element of G with this property, 
and use the continuity of the translations.) Now, let V be any neighborhood of e, and 
choose two neighborhoods 0 and U of e such that 0 I U-i and U . U C V; to finish 
verify that 0 2 V-l.” 
In the first version of our paper, we proved Theorem 1.1 only for 7 analytic (with the 
proof as in Remark 25(i)). Lemma 2.2 in its present generality was motivated by the 
above argument. 
(iii) For a more descriptive set theoretically minded reader, here is an alternative way of 
deducing Corollary 1.2 from Lemma 2.3 (avoiding a very general topological lemma [6, 
8.5 l] that goes into the proof of [6, 9.151) in case the multiplication is Bore1 and 7 is 
metric, Baire, and analytic: let a(g, h) = g h, g, h E G. By [6, 14.151, we only need 
to prove that (1. : G x G + G is continuous. Fix a countable base {Un} for G. For each 
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n, u-‘(Un) B 1 t is a ore se with all sections (a-’ (Un))s open. Hence, by [6. 28.71, we 
write 
o-‘(K) = U(B,, x Km), 
m 
where B,, ‘s are Bore1 and Vnm’ s are open in G. Get a meager set I,, such that 
B,, n Inm is open. Let 
I= uInm_ 
nm 
Then al(G \ I) x G . 1s continuous. Now, let (gn, hn) + (g, h). As before, get 
gkG\ 
So (9’. gn) . h, i (9’. g) . h. Hence gn . h, + g. h. 
3. Free actions 
For a topological space X, let ‘& denote the topology of pointwise convergence on 
Xx-the space of all continuous mappings from X to X-and ‘7& the compact-open 
topology on Xx, that is, the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets. If 
G C Xx and 7 is a topology on Xx, let TTlG be the topology {U n G: U E 7). 
Lemma 3.1. Let G be a group of homeomorphisms of a Baire metric space X. Assume 
G with T,IG is an analytic space. If the natural action of G on X is free and transitive, 
then T,(G = x,,jG and this topology is Polish. 
If we put ‘T = 7,/G = 7JG, then (G,‘T) is a topological group, the action is 
continuous, and for any x E X, g --+ g(x) is a homeomorphism between G with 7 
and X. 
Proof. Fix 20 E X. For x E X let g2 be the unique element of G with gZ(xo) = x. For 
5, Y E X, put 
X’Y =&Z(y). 
It is easy to see that (X, .) is a group. The topology on X is Baire and metrizable, and 
since X is a continuous image of G, g + g(xu), it is analytic, so also separable. Note 
that for any 2 E X, y + x . y is continuous. Using the fact that (G, ‘&) is analytic, it 
is routine to check that for any y E X the mapping 5 + z . y is Bore1 and so Baire 
measurable. (It is the composition of x + 9% and g + g(y), and x + gZ is the inverse 
of the continuous function g + g(xo) so must be Bore1 since (G, G17,) is analytic). By 
Theorem I .l, (X, .) is a topological group. By the Christensen-Loy theorem (see [12, 
Theorem 2.3.6]), X is Polish. To see that 7,IG = x,IG and that this topology is Polish, 
it is enough to check that the mappings g + g, (G, 7&/G) + (G,‘&); g + g(xa), 
(G, ‘7JG) + X; and x + gz, X + (G,ZJG) are continuous. Since the continuity 
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of the first two is obvious, we check just the continuity of the third one. Let x, + Z, 
x,, x E X. By [4, Chapter XII, 7.2 and 7.51, we need to show that for any gn + y, 
yln3 y E X, we have gZ,, (yn) + gZ(y). But this is simply z,, yT1. + Z. y which we know 
is true. 
Put 7 = 7,/G = 7;-,IG. N ow, note that g + g(xo) is a homeomorphism between G 
with 7 and X which is also a group isomorphism. Hence, (G, 7) is a topological group. 
The topology 7 is metric, so determined by its converging sequences. Thus, applying 
[4, Chapter XII, 7.2 and 7.51, we see that the action of G with 7 on X is continuous. 
Given an arbitrary x E X, the mapping g + g(z) is the composition of g + g o gZ and 
g 4 g(za), so is a homeomorphism. 0 
Theorem 3.2 below may be compared with the following theorem of Becker and 
Kechris [ 1, Theorem 1 .l] (see also [2, Theorem 5.2.11): let a Polish topological group 
act in a Bore1 fashion on a standard Bore1 space X. Then there is a Polish topology on 
X which is compatible with the Bore1 structure and makes the action continuous. Recall 
that a set X with a a-algebra C is called standard Bore1 space if there exists a Polish 
topology on X whose family of all Bore1 sets coincides with C. Any such topology is 
said to be compatible with the Bore1 structure on X. A group G with a a-algebra C is 
called a standurd Bore1 group if it is a standard Bore1 space and both the multiplication 
and the inverse functions are measurable with respect to C. 
Theorem 3.2. Let G be a standard Bore1 group acting bq’ homeomorphisms in a Bore1 
fashion on a Buire metric space X. Assume the action is,free and transitive. Then there 
is a Polish group topology 7 on G such that 
(i) it is compatible with the Bore1 structure on G; 
(ii) it makes the action continuous; 
(iii) ,for any x E X, g + g.x is a homeomorphism between G with 7 and X. 
Proof. Note that the natural mapping from G to the group of all homeomorphisms of X 
with ‘& is Borel. Thus, the image of G under this mapping is analytic. Now Theorem 3.2 
follows from Lemma 3.1. 0 
The above theorem has some interesting consequences for Borel, free actions of stan- 
dard Bore1 groups. The next two results, which were obtained by Alekos Kechris, contain 
such consequences. The second one generalizes known theorems of Mackey and Miller. 
Recall that a standard Bore1 group is called Polishable if it admits a Polish group topol- 
ogy compatible with its Bore1 structure. An equivalence relation E C X x X, X a Polish 
space, is called smooth if one can assign invariants to its equivalence classes in a Bore1 
fashion, i.e., more precisely, if there is f : X + Y Borel, Y Polish, such that xEy iff 
f(x) = f(y) for x, y E X. If a group G acts on X, by E,$ we denote the induced orbit 
equivalence relation defined on X by xE$y iff y = g.x for some g E G. 
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Theorem 3.3 (Kechris). Let G be a standard Bore1 group. Then G is Polishable iff there 
is a Borel, free action of G on a Polish space by homeomorphisms with the induced orbit 
equivalence relation E$ smooth. 
Proof. (=k) Let 7 be a Polish topology on G compatible with its Bore1 structure. Let G 
act on (G, 7) by left multiplication: g.h = g . h. 
(-+) Let G act by homeomorphisms on a Polish space X. Assume the action is 
Borel, free, and Ez is smooth. Let G.x be an orbit. Since G acts by homeomorphisms 
the closure of G.x is invariant under the action. Thus, without loss of generality, we 
can assume that X = the closure of G.x. This assures that there is a dense orbit. If 
X has an isolated point, then it belongs to G.x, so G.x is open. Otherwise, by [2, 
Theorem 3.4.51, since Ez is smooth and there is a dense orbit, Eg is nonmeager; hence, 
by the Kuratowski-Ulam theorem, there is a nonmeager orbit. So in either case there is 
an orbit which is nonmeager in itself, i.e., is Baire. Now, it follows from Theorem 3.2 
(applied to the action of G on an orbit which is Baire) that G is Polishable. 0 
Let H be a topological group, and let G be its subgroup. Let G act on H by multipli- 
cation from the left. It was shown by Mackey [7, Theorem 7.21 that if G is Polish locally 
compact (i.e., locally compact with countable basis) and Eg is smooth, then G is closed 
in H. This was generalized by Miller [8, Theorem 31 to all Polish groups (actually, all 
Baire metric separable groups). The next theorem sharpens this result by showing that to 
force G to be closed it is enough if it admits a continuous, free action on a Polish space 
with smooth orbit equivalence relation. Let us mention that both Mackey and Miller use 
different terminology. Instead of assuming that EG H is smooth they assume that H/G is 
countably separated. But it is routine to check that these two concepts are equivalent. 
Also note that smoothness of Eg immediately implies that G is Bore]. 
Theorem 3.4 (Kechris). Let H be a Polish group, and G C H a Bore1 subgroup. Then 
G is closed ifs there is a continuous, free action of G on a Polish space with the induced 
orbit equivalence relation smooth. 
Proof. (+) Let G act on H by multiplication from the left. The action is continuous, 
free, and since G is closed, Eg is smooth. (To see the last conclusion, note that H/G 
is Polish with the natural quotient topology, and smoothness of Eg is witnessed by the 
function f(h) = h/G E H/G, h E H.) 
(x=) Let S be the topology on G inherited from H. Let G act continuously on a Polish 
space X. Assume the action is free and EG x is smooth. As in the proof of Theorem 3.3, 
we conclude that there is an x E X with G.x Baire. Now, by Theorem 3.2, there is a 
Polish topology 7 on G such that the mapping g + g.x is a homeomorphism between 
G with this topology and G.x. It follows from the continuity of the action of G (with 
S) on X that the identity mapping id: (G, S) + (G, T) is continuous. On the other 
hand, id: (G, 7) + (G, S) ts a Bore1 homomorphism and 7 is Polish hence it must be 
continuous (see [6, 9.101). Therefore, 7 = S, whence S is Polish. Thus, G is GJ in H 
and hence closed. 0 
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